
the matter with them! They must have let some little babe or 
some little nobody answer the phone who didn't know what to 
say! 

7. If people don't look to the Lord for their answers, God 
help us! My Lord, I mean any girl like that who answers the phone 
should ask the Lord immediately what to say & the Lord would 
have showed her! That's the only thing that disappoints me, that 
our kids are so weak sometimes. Thank God some of them must 
be strong because we're growing & getting fruit & results! 

8. My God, where are the fighters that know how to attack! 
I mean, his questions were the easiest kind in the World to answer! 
She said, "Huh...what...yes...but...we don't distribute that on the 
streets." They must be ashamed of it. They must not have convic
tion! 

9. They should be always ready to "give an answer to him 
that asketh of thee!" Peter said so as plain as day!—lPet.3:15. 
They must not have the guts, the conviction to answer. It must be 
that some of these kids really aren't sold, they don't really have 
the guts, they haven't got the conviction about FFing & things 
like that, otherwise they could fire back & fight back! It's just 
sickening the way they seem to be so unsure of themselves! 
(Maria: I think it took her by surprise, because those were DO 
Letters that weren't supposed to be seen by outsiders.) 

10. Nevertheless, we've got to come out & attack & say," So 
what? Of course this is what we believe! Of course this is what 
we teach! It's Scriptural, it's God-given, we believe it, we prac
tice it, so what the Hell do you care? Why not?" And the World, 
believe it or not, the honest open-minded World will admire their 
guts for sticking up for their convictions & sticking to their guns 
instead of backwatering & backing down before these sickening, 
self-righteous hypocrites! 

11.1 am not ashamed or at all dismayed at the challenge 
of the Enemy, in fact the Enemy really is pretty weak compared 
to what he might do. What dismays me and disappoints me & 
sickens me is that our own kids haven't got the guts & the gump
tion or the fight to fight back & trap them in their own words & 
challenge them & attack them right in what they're talking 
about! 
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12. Why back down & try to deny it?—It's all in print, 
they've got it! Are they ashamed of it? Why should they be 
ashamed of it? Why are they ashamed of it? For some reason or 
other they haven't got the right attitude if they're ashamed of it. 
They 're not ready to stick up for it & sock to 'm, they 're ashamed 
of it! It's pitiful when they're caught & they're embarrassed & 
they're ashamed instead of coming out & socking it to'm & just 
telling them off! 

13. My Lord deliver us! Give us fighters, people with guts 
& conviction that believe what we say! It must be that they just 
haven't got the conviction themselves or they'd stick up for it, 
right? They'd stand up for it & they'd fight for it! But they get 
scared & rattled & stammer & stutter & don't know what to say! 
I don't know why they don't know what to say, I've said plenty! 
I've said enough that they ought to have plenty to say! 

14. God help us & deliver us from cowards! Give us brave 
soldiers that know how to fight & throw it back in their teeth & 
break their teeth, kick'm in the teeth with the same Truth!— 
Psa.3:7. There's nothing they can quote out ofmy Letters that I 'm 
ashamed of! There' s nothing that they can fire at us in public from 
those "secret Letters" that I'm ashamed of! Just stand up & 
sock'm in the teeth with it! "Why not? What's wrong with that? 
Of course we do!" 

15.1 told them way back in that Letter "Contend For the 
Faith" (No.l43A) how to answer the press! I said, "When they 
accuse you of brainwashing, say, 'Well, of course we brainwash 
people, why not? People have dirty minds, they need washing! 
The Bible says we should wash them with the pure water of the 
Word (Eph.5:26), what's the matter with that? Everybody's 
engaged in brainwashing, every advertisement, every religion, 
every church is trying to brainwash people!'" 

16. I'm telling you, if they don't know how to be bold, if 
they're not fighters, they don't belong to this outfit! I mean 
really, they do not!—If they are not bold fighters on the attack! 
Cowards just do not belong in this outfit! Namby-pamby, milk-
&-water, string-for-a-backbone cowards who have no guts or 
conviction and are ashamed and don't know what to say don't 
belong! They should all be willing to fight for their convictions! 
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